Mobilità internazionale per studio nei Paesi Extra-UE a.a. 2019/2020

URUGUAY
Universidad de la Republica (UDELAR), Facultad de Agronomia (Fagro)

http://www.fagro.edu.uy/

POSSONO PRESENTARE DOMANDA PER QUESTA SEDE SOLO GLI STUDENTI AFFERENTI ALLA SEGUENTE
SCUOLA:
AGRARIA

COORDINATORE DELLO SCAMBIO
Prof. Edgardo Giordani (edgardo.giordani@unifi.it)

SCHOOLS/DEPARTMENTS/COURSES AT PARTNER INSTITUTION OPEN TO STUDENTS FROM THE RELEVANT
UNIFI SCHOOL:
Departamento de Produccion Vegetal, Ecafiologica de Frutales

REQUIRED LANGUAGE SKILLS
Spanish: oral comprehension, reading comprehension, oral expression (basic)
English: reading comprehension

APPLICATION DEADLINES
July 2019

ENROLMENT/ATTENDANCE FEES
No fees

INSURANCE
nd

HOUSING
Fagro does not provide housing. The cost of renting a small or shared apartment is around 500€/month

VISA
nd